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Vindication in the Ashes
ZACHARIAH
CIRCINUS, CIRCINUS FEDERATION
2 APRIL 3081

of Terra, while the other mimicked a larger form of
the logos on the soldiers’ shoulder patches.
The insignia of the newly forged Republic of
the Sphere.

It was not supposed to happen this way…
The holo-projector was enormous,
a state-of-the-art device built to
provide the clearest images, most
vivid colors, and most precise details
large enough and plain enough
for any viewer to spot (as long as
they were not legally blind). Mated
to a computer deck with enough raw
power and processing speed to track an
interstellar war dozens—no, hundreds—of
light-years across, it projected its images
faithfully, perfectly, without so much as a
flicker. This, despite the grainy, half-garbled
transmissions it projected mere hours ago.
A final report, delivered stoically by a
fleet commander who vowed to make the
overwhelming enemy advance a costly one.
…And yet, it has come to pass.
The globe of light above the holo-projector
now showed a scene of cheering masses,
crowding the streets of a high-tech metropolis.
With so much confetti and tickertape raining
down from the skyscrapers above, it was hard to
notice the scorch marks, cracks, and bullet holes
in the buildings’ facades. Likewise, the cracks
in the ferrocrete roads, painstakingly sculpted
to resemble ancient cobblestone, were also
invisible as hundreds of soldiers marched in lockstep past the spectators to martial fanfare.
Their dress uniforms were dark blue, with
sashes of gunmetal gray. Some were decorated
with medals and insignia that appeared as only
a momentary blur in the view field, but all wore
the new insignia patch of their affiliation on the
shoulder—the likeness of Mother Terra herself,
surrounded by a ring of stars. These soldiers
carried no weapons that could be seen by the
cameras, but two of them—in the leading row—
bore banners high enough for all to witness. One
banner waved with the pale blue and white colors

All of history is a river, driven by currents of
inertia that few can resist…
The parade image panned slightly,
revealing the looming images of two
humanoid BattleMechs—a massive
Zeus, and an equally massive HatamotoChi—marching shoulder to shoulder
behind the ranks of soldiers. Both were
giants of metal and weaponry, built by
realms that had spent the last three hundred
years trying to destroy one another. Together,
they now shared the same gunmetal gray color
scheme, trimmed in a polished, pale blue that
gleamed in the mid-morning sunlight.
The image shrank, and suddenly a pair of
reporters came into view in the foreground.
Seated on the left was a bespectacled male with
a dark complexion and graying temples, wearing
a tailored black Nehru jacket over a deep emerald
undershirt. On the right was a petite blonde
with Asian features, whose blouse was so yellow
it practically glowed on the screen. They spoke
at each other through dazzling smiles, but with
the sound muted, not a word of it echoed within
the palace chamber. Data swirled around the
bottom of the globe, scrolling past the reporters
and obscuring the table they both sat behind.
Local temperatures and weather forecasts. Recent
headlines. Stock reports.
The mundane facts and figures of everyday life,
endlessly sliding by as history made itself.
…And that fewer still can ever hope to
comprehend.
Reclining in a throne made of marble, with the
likeness of a spiked skull carved into the backrest
high above his head, the Master held his true hands
together, fingertip to metallic fingertip. The sleeves
of his white robe gathered at his elbows, exposing the
composite mixture of metal, plastics, and myomers
that replaced the flesh and blood he had not seen in
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over fifty years. His eyes—also ripped away on that horrible,
long-remembered day—now studied the man kneeling silently
before him in the way only true vision could study a man.
Through the folds of his own white robes, ripples of heat
flowed gracefully from the young man’s well-sculpted form,
while sinews of current traced lines through three of his limbs,
and up along the side of his neck. The delicate balance of
man and machine, the synthesis of nature and truth. Such
potential and power, made possible only through devotion
and knowledge.
If Calvin McIntyre at all feared what was to come, neither
his flesh nor his tech betrayed such agitation.
Great men are those who can see the currents and
navigate them to glory…
With a simple thought, the Master tuned his true hearing to
the local communications networks, considering briefly the flurry
of orders and acknowledgements streaming by as forces and
crews gathered across the city of Zachariah. Theirs was the buzz
of the hive, aware of the looming threat, and preparing to meet it.
The airfields were already cleared; all squadrons launched to rally
points in close orbit hours before, meeting up with DropShips
arrayed just above the orbital reaches of Circinus’ commsats.
Meanwhile, the ground troops were scattered in loose formations
throughout the region, close enough for mutual support, but far
enough to react to threats from any angle.
At the surface-to-orbit stations, the Master could sense the
spike in tensions by the chatter. He did not need to study their
scrambled messages to understand why; of all the groundbased forces, they could best see what was coming now.
Beyond the commsats, the Master heard the voices grow
silent—some in mid-scream; others while citing the Word. The
enemy asked no quarter and expected none in return.
“Sic infit,” the Master said at last, his true voice shattering
the eerie silence of the chamber and echoing off the walls
even though the words were spoken barely above a whisper.
So it begins.
“Damnant quod non intelligent, Domine,” Calvin replied,
his voice strong and calm. They damn what they cannot
understand, Master.
“You would have made an excellent Manus Domini,
Precentor,” the Master said, willing as much of a fatherly smile
as his ruined face would allow.
Calvin McIntyre looked up at last, a grateful smile
spreading across his own scarred and tattooed face. His eyes
sparkled with genuine awe, a far cry from the contemptuous
glare he once threw to those who praised him.

…But only a true Master can find a way to tame the
currents themselves, to use history’s own momentum as an
instrument of true change.
“Non nobis solum nati sumus, Domine,” Calvin said, once
more bowing his head low. We are not born for ourselves
alone. Long locks of his brown hair tumbled from his hood
again, a lingering trace of the man’s old vanities that clashed
somewhat with his humble words.
The Master stood at last, the soft whirring of the motors
driving his true legs almost inaudible beside the rustling of his
robe. Calvin rose with him, only a moment behind. The young
president of the Circinus Federation towered over his liege,
but the Master had come to ignore such trivial physicality
ages ago. Height was but another development of nature that
could be overcome by technology, just like strength, stamina,
and speed—but intellect, wisdom, and true devotion at any
cost? Those were the traits that even machinery lacked.
Only the proper blending of mind, body, and technology
could create true perfection, something nature alone could
not accomplish.
The Master strode past Calvin, toward the holovid. Calvin
turned and followed without a moment’s hesitation.
So, what went wrong? Had the currents truly changed so
much in just a few short years…?
“So very true, Precentor,” the Master said as he watched
the parade on Terra continue. “For those people—for all
people—we can only trust in Blake’s blessed wisdom, and the
currents of history.”
“The orders have been given, Domine,” Calvin said. “We
have made the struggle as grand as possible. Humanity
united, as never before, even more so than when the Clans
came. Is that not enough?”
For the first time in nearly a decade, the Master allowed his
inner doubts to seep into his words. “One can never know for
certain,” he said, flatly.
…or, perhaps, there was now another Master?
With a thought, he reactivated the holovid’s sound. The
voices of the reporters picked up in mid-conversation while
the ’Mechs thumped along behind them.
“…have been a few scares, but so far, none of them have
proven substantiated,” the woman was saying.
“That’s right, Lorna,” said the man. “And yet, despite
all the extra security, the crowds today seem especially
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lively; not at all as subdued as they were during the
Blaine administration.”
“Well, today’s certainly a new day, R.J.,” the woman
replied, never losing her smile. “Even with work crews still
reporting the discovery of bodies in the hardest hit sectors
of the Northeast Americas, Mexican Gulf, and elsewhere, the
worldwide mood is nothing short of pure elation since the
signing of the Republic Formation Treaty over two weeks
ago. It is, as Primus Gavin Dow himself said, ‘As if all of
mankind can feel the kind of hope we long thought lost to
the ages.’”
“Speaking of the Primus, Lorna,” the man said, pointing
back at the parade, “I think that’s him coming up right now.”
Calvin arched an eyebrow as the image zoomed in on
Dow, seated high in the back of a white state car. The crowds
on the streets obscured most of the vehicle from view, but
the twin banners at the far front end waved visibly enough,
displaying the familiar logo of ComStar. Dow himself,
dressed in a tailored white suit with minimal adornments,
waved and smiled broadly at the masses. Between his jovial
look and his stocky frame, he almost reminded Calvin of
the classic renditions of a Father Christmas (or an aging
Outworlds farmer).
The Master caught Calvin’s miniscule response. “Dow is
nothing, Precentor,” he said. “He is a merely a symbol of the
dream that once was.”
“Then the self-delusions remain,” Calvin replied, wistfully.
“The lessons were unlearned?”
“Certainly not,” the Master chided. “But they will be lost
on those who refuse to see, such as the leaders of our fallen
brethren. They are the old Order, and the people know this.”
Calvin turned to face his master again. “And Stone?”
Once again, the Master allowed a smile to show on his
face. It seemed right enough in these final moments. Stone,
not Steiner-Davion. For a change. Calvin understood.
The Master nodded. “Our unexpected variable,” he said.
“Yes. He has learned.”
“But is that enough?”
The Master spaced Calvin a direct look, his true eyes meeting
those of the young Circinian. “If not,” he said, “then those we
leave behind may have to remind the people of what they need
to realize.”
Merely jumping in front of history is not enough, but
neither is facing it head-on. No matter how strong the
personality, the current will simply wash away those who
surrender to it, and erode away those who fight it…

“…coming up next is Belle Lee, regimental commander of
Stone’s Lament.”
“That’s right, R.J., and while I must say the dress grays
look great on her, it feels kind of odd to see one of the most
contentious commanding officers of the new Republic’s
defense forces outside of her usual battle gear.”
“Or in command of her customary Victor, Lorna.”
“Absolutely! You know, I heard that—”
Without warning, the image flickered and froze, then
dissolved completely into a giant ball of gray snow. The Master
once more listened to the communications chatter, sensing the
spike in tension among the surface defenders. He tuned to the
satellite frequencies. Nothing coherent remained.
“They hit the relays, Domine,” Calvin said simply. It was not
a question.
The Master nodded anyway. As apparent as the spoken
remark was, what Calvin left unsaid finished the thought—the
Regulans had no intention to talk this time. The world around
them would not be told why it must burn, would not be given
the chance to defend itself on even terms.
The Master smiled inwardly this time. Even Prince Titus
Cameron-Jones had learned.
There was only enough wiggle room to set a course toward
calmer waters, where less powerful currents held sway and
history could be better managed. A better history, a tamer one.
Without a word, the Master turned away from the holoprojector, and started toward the distant balconies. In his true
hearing, he sensed the commands being given. The ground
trembled slightly as the distant batteries fired. In a moment,
the skies would be filled with smoke, ash, and light.
The Regulans would waver before the unexpected ground
fire, but not for long.
Before the Master, the grand doors to the outer balcony
opened. Rays of muted sunlight streamed into the chamber,
reflecting off lazy dust particles still floating through the air.
Beyond, the sound of air raid alarms blared. Canned voices
shouted warnings over distant loudspeakers, directing
everyone not manning a heavy weapon to the bunkers
scattered throughout Zachariah.
“A hit,” Calvin reported as he joined the Master on the
overlook. “One of their newer Merlins, by the sound of it.”
“A worthy attempt,” the Master said, over the rumble
of another volley firing. His eyes tracked to the launch site,
catching the vapor trails of the surface-to-orbit fire. A second
battery, unseen from their vantage point, also fired.
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All our preparations, all our efforts, have led us to this day…
“This was not how I had originally envisioned it, Precentor,”
the Master finally admitted.
“Domine?” Calvin’s voice betrayed only a hint of fear.
“The Third Transfer,” the Master said. “For many years,
I deluded myself, convinced that the Third Transfer of
humanity’s throne would be a peaceful one. I convinced
myself to accept the second Star League as an omen,
disregarding all data that ran contrary to the models I alone
had computed.”
“Ah,” Calvin said, the fearful edge in his voice now gone.
He understood.
“Only a unifying threat could bring the true cooperation
of the Third Transfer—a danger so great, no sane man could
stand idly by and allow it to exist in his universe. Terra herself
united behind such a threat when the threat of overpopulation
and governmental collapse hit its peak. The First Star League
brought mankind together to end an age of endless, pointless
war. The Clans brought us together again, but without a
unifying leader…”
Another series of booms shook the palace. On the horizon
to the east, a new sun dawned. The Master’s sensors gauged
the distance, computed the time before the sound and
shock would reach them. He estimated the blast by the heat
signature: five megatons.
“Fort Sanderstag,” Calvin noted. “Seventy thousand, on a
busy day.”
The Master nodded, his eyes turning upward.

“…The second was the passage of Holy Terra to our true
Order, after we purged those who could no longer believe…”
The shockwave sent debris and dust swirling through the
streets below. A thunderous boom drowned out the Master’s
words, but he did not stop speaking, and his eyes never
wavered from the skies above. His legs kept him upright,
locked into position. He would not leave this spot.
“…And now, at last, the Third Transfer has come. Not in the
guise of a false Star League, masquerading as the real thing,
yet powerless to act…”
Another flash, somewhere behind the palace. The second
surface-to-space battery, without a doubt. The Master’s true
hearing picked up no further signals from either post. A
persistent ringing drowned out all other senses. Spots swam
before his eyes, and still he remained in place. He felt Calvin’s
body as the young Precentor tumbled against him. Frail legs,
giving out in a moment of weakness.
The Master switched to his true vision, telescopic-thermal,
telescopic-magscan. The missile clusters high above were
spreading out now, scattering in the upper atmosphere. Their
contrails of heat streaked past one another in all directions,
forming a chaotic, ethereal web that filled the sky. Two
burned straight toward Zachariah. Less than half a minute…
“…but as a new order, unifying, rising from the ashes
of the old, bringing back the balance we lost when the
Camerons fell.”
It had to be enough! Though the names had changed, and
the villains had changed, the outcome had to be no less than
history demanded…

The day of our reckoning, but was it enough?
“There is no question now that the Transfers had
less to do with the mantle of the First Lord than I once
thought, Precentor...”
Calvin nodded sagely.
“No, it was the transfer of blessed Terra herself since the
last of the true First Lords…”
Again, the surface to orbit batteries fired. Something
streaked past overhead—a missile, barely more than a blur.
Even without watching it directly, the Master could sense its
target, its likely yield. The universe was shaking around them.
Soon, all would be light and fire.
“…The first was the passage of Holy Terra to the Blessed
Blake himself, as the League burned into memory…”
A flash. This time to the north. Calvin glanced that way,
gripping the guardrails of the balcony tightly. He bowed.

The Master looked down at last, taking in Calvin’s features,
covered now in blood from the chunk of masonry that had
clearly struck him senseless. Lying in silent repose, blood
and soot staining his robes and face, the last President of the
Circinus Federation would sleep through his final moments.
…In the ashes of war, we shall find our vindication.
“We did our best, my young friend,” the Master told him,
even as a distant roar grew deafening behind him. “Now, it’s
up to them…”
Blake’s will be done!
With a final, concussive flash, the universe dissolved in fire
and light.
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Welcome to our INN special report, “State of the Sphere: 3081”.
I am your host, Bertram Habeas, and as always, INN thanks you for
THE REAL DEAL
joining us on another truly historic retrospective.
It has been fourteen years, now, since the Second Star League
Devlin,
dissolved, ending the brief revival of the humankind’s greatest
experiment. Though formed almost exclusively to bring about the
I’ll cut right to it: Habeas is a fine spokesman for us on INN,
end of the Clan invasion, the Second League stood as a beacon of
but his starry-eyed optimism since Terra, and the contents
hope to many in the Inner Sphere that perhaps the long centuries of
of this retrospective, really only tell the public face of the
the Succession War were now, finally, at an end. Though many who
story. With the bulk of the fighting now over Sphere-wide,
held that dream did so for noble causes and desires, it was those
and our network in place, Victor and I have compiled some
who championed hardest for the League’s longevity—the Word of
supplemental data, which will be appended to this record.
Blake—who harbored goals far more sinister in intent.
It is illuminating, after all, to see how accurate the various
Having prophesized a glorious new beginning in the Star
little reports can be, and yet how wildly different things look
League’s 3067 conference on Tharkad, the Word of Blake—a
in the grand scheme between public perception and truth.
reactionary and repressive fragment of the ComStar Order—planned
to escalate the war between the Clans and the Inner Sphere to
Sincerely,
genocidal proportions, hoping—in their words—to “destroy the
—David Lear, 7 September 3082
invaders once and for all”. For this, they had amassed secret armies
and weapons of mass destruction not seen since the death of the
original Star League, and somehow expected the civilized Houses of
the Inner Sphere to embrace this plan with open arms.
When, instead, the dysfunctional Second League fell apart in a vote of no confidence, the vengeful Blakists unleashed their terrible
weapons and nightmare armies upon us all, Clan and Inner Sphere alike. In the bloody fighting that raged afterward, every major
realm and minor alliance in the Inner Sphere suffered such horrific losses and widespread destruction that many teetered on the
brink of collapse—and some, sadly, fell over. The map of the Inner Sphere today now shows a fragmented collection of states where
the Free Worlds League once united some four hundred worlds, and a void where the small Circinus Federation carved out its own
domain. Key hubs of commerce and industry have been wiped out entirely, with billions of lives snuffed out.
In the heart of today’s Inner Sphere now stands a new nation, a Republic, built on and from the ruins of the Blakists’ war, a realm
that may serve to remind all of mankind the horrors of the Jihad by rising from its ashes.
In this retrospective, INN has compiled first-hand accounts of the final years of the war, from the defeat of the Word on Terra, to the
formation of the Republic of the Sphere. As with our past programs, we have striven to deliver the articles herein with a minimum of
heavy analysis, so that you, as the reader, can make your own judgments.
All of the information presented tonight can be accessed through the downloaded media package to all personal data pads, trivid systems, and other media devices. When possible, actual video and audio footage has been included, along with transcripts and
copies of written documentation.
As always, INN thanks you, our loyal viewers, for your patronage and support.
KIRI-J(F) SYSTEM SECURITY SCANNER (12.3.89 BUILD 505)
—Bertram Habeas, INN Special Correspondent, Terra, 13 January 3082
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HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
Jihad: Final Reckoning (Reckoning) is a sourcebook for
BattleTech that continues where the Jihad plot book series
left off in Jihad Hot Spots: Terra. This book will provide players
and gamemasters with an ongoing first-hand look at the
events of the Word of Blake Jihad since the allied coalition’s
successful capture of Terra in 3078, through the year 3081,
when the Republic of the Sphere was founded. To best
reflect the ongoing mystique of this period, the material
presented in this sourcebook—as with the previous Jihad
Hot Spots books—uses the format of compiled news articles,
interviews and first-person accounts. In addition, to reflect
the truth of events that has come to light since the previous
sources, this book includes a timeline describing those
events now known to be true while also providing additional
campaign scenarios and new game rules and units based on
developments that followed.
Beginning with Mopping Up: 3079-3081, Jihad: Final
Reckoning covers many key events that followed Jihad Hot
Spots: Terra. A review of the known events—removed enough
from the immediate chaos to be considered fact by nearly
everyone in the BattleTech universe—is then provided in the
following chapter, The Jihad in Review.
Following The Jihad in Review are the scenario tracks that
apply to this period in time (called Chaos Undaunted). These
tracks are compatible with the Chaos Unbound and Chaos
Unleashed campaign systems outlined in Blake Ascending
and the Chaos Rampant, Chaos Overwhelming, and Chaos
Eternal tracks featured in JHS3072, JHS3076, and JHSTerra
(respectively). These tracks are also compatible with those
found in the Jihad Turning Points PDF-exclusive books
available through battlecorps.com. Gamemasters and players
can use these campaign scenarios, which follow the Chaos
Unbound system, for any number of one-off games. We
chose not to reprint the campaign system in this book (which
originally appeared in Dawn of the Jihad/Blake Ascending, pp.
133-138) so as to provide more room for articles and “hard”
rules later on.
Following the campaign tracks are two postwar
overviews of the universe after the Jihad, beginning with
What Lies Beneath, which reveals the military, industrial,
and political state of the major Inner Sphere powers, as
reported to Devlin Stone in a confidential addendum
compiled by various intelligence sources. The next chapter,

The Legacies of the Word, exposes several rumors, secrets,
and other potential threats left behind after the Word of
Blake’s final defeat.
The final section, Jihad: Final Reckoning Rules Annex,
provides special new rules and units for advanced
BattleTech game play whose introductions and/or use
played a major role in the events featured within this book.
Also included is a special A Time of War rules expansion
for the Inner Sphere’s newest affiliation: The Republic of
the Sphere, which can be employed for players willing to
venture into their own campaigns set in the wake of the
Jihad and the rise of “The Republic”.

ABOUT THE CHAOS UNDAUNTED CAMPAIGN
The campaign tracks presented here follow the same
rules as originally presented in Dawn of the Jihad (DotJ)/
Blake Ascending. A free electronic version of this—Chaos
Campaign—is also available on www.battlecorps.com.
Players and gamemasters will also find these rulebooks
handy, depending on the type of campaign run: Total
Warfare (TW), TechManual (TM), Tactical Operations (TO),
Strategic Operations (SO), A Time of War (AToW), and
Merc Supplemental: Updates (MSU). References made to
aerospace units in the Tracks will refer to those aerospace
unit types featured in Total Warfare (such as fighters and
DropShips) or those covered in Strategic Operations (such as
JumpShips, space stations, and WarShips). Additional cited
sources may include Jihad Hot Spots: 3072 (JHS72), Jihad
Hot Spots: 3076 (JHS76), Jihad Hot Spots: Terra (JHSTerra),
Starterbook: Wolf & Blake (SBWB), Technical Readout: 3075
(TR3075), and Technical Readout: Vehicle Annex (TRVA).
If a track does not specify certain parameters, the
gamemaster decides what is fair for his or her particular
player group. The overall intent of this campaign is to
present gamemasters with a framework that allows them to
bring their players through the massive conflagration known
as the Word of Blake Jihad. Gamemasters begin this arc of
the Chaos campaign with Blowtorch. Player groups begin
this campaign arc with 500 Warchest points or whatever
they had remaining at the end of the Chaos Eternal campaign
from Hot Spots: Terra (JHSTerra).
The Salvage special rule (see p. 136, DOTJ/BA) is considered
active for all Tracks unless otherwise indicated.
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Mopping Up: 3079-3081
For many, the years after the fall of Terra were anticlimactic.
Devlin Stone’s Coalition had shattered Terra’s defenses,
delivering their justice to the Word of Blake’s leadership at
the very heart of the Inner Sphere. Though the war still raged
elsewhere, the most intense fighting was surely behind us. The
Word of Blake Protectorate was crushed on virtually every front,
leaving only pockets of resistance to manage—pockets now
bereft of Terran support. Cameron St. Jamais, Precentor Martial of
the Blakist military, was dead, as was Alexander Kernoff, the head
of the Word’s deadly ROM. The Regulan assault on Gibson a short
time later had even decapitated the leadership of the Manei
Domini—the fanatic, bionic abominations whose terror fueled
nightmares across the Inner Sphere.
In the months and years that followed the Coalition’s victory
at Terra, the remnants of the Word of Blake’s military might
evaporated, their ships and troops scattering. Most fled as their
positions were overrun, or surrendered to the overwhelming
might of Coalition forces. Others fought to the bloody, bitter end,
employing every dirty trick at their disposal to take out as many
of their enemies as possible. Still others just melted away, hiding
in the far corners of their respective worlds, slipping into the local
populace. Though the enemy’s heart had been torn out, its body
still posed a threat—a threat that each realm and Clan in the
Inner Sphere battled on its own fronts.
Yet even as the war devolved into a Sphere-wide mop-up
operation, the leaders of the allied Coalition gathered to find a
more lasting solution. In the end—with surprising support from
the war-weary leaders of nearly every major power—a new realm
was born to rehabilitate the worlds hardest hit by the Word of
Blake’s dominion, a buffer state that would forever remind the
allies of their contribution to the defeat of mankind’s greatest
threat since Stefan Amaris himself. This new realm would be
ruled not by bloodlines, but by a collective of the willing: the
Republic of the Sphere.

GENERAL OVERVIEW

For most of the Inner Sphere, the post-Terra stage was set for a
new equilibrium. Diplomacy, not combat, would ultimately decide
the fate of the former Blake Protectorate (known in many circles
as the Terran Protectorate at this point). Yet even as Devlin Stone’s
most ardent supporters emerged to throw their weight behind
his grand experiment, the legacies of the Word and others who
sought to employ Blakist-style terror for their own agendas tried
(in vain) to maintain the Inner Sphere’s bloody status quo.

TERRORISTS DIE IN FIREFIGHT
(3 January 3079)
Stanzach [INN] — Residents of the quiet Hayden Arms estate
block in Janetown were rudely awakened this morning by what
seemed to be a full-on military assault. Ghost Bear paramilitary
police, working in conjunction with local authorities, cordoned

MELISSA ALLARD-LIAO, “RISING POWER”
(2 February 3079)
Shensi [St. Ives Press] – Growing political organization
Renascent Hegemony hosted its inaugural event, a speech by
Melissa Allard-Liao, at the People’s Garden Amphitheater in
Whitehorse yesterday. The verdant park formed a picturesque
backdrop for the controversial gathering that drew five
thousand attendees, despite the cool weather and light rain. A
strong security presence kept the peace.
Founded just two months ago, Renascent Hegemony
supports “[Fostering] the creation of a new Terran
Hegemony from the ashes of the Word of Blake
Protectorate.” Allard-Liao headlined the event with a sixtyseven minute speech, and cited three factors in favor of
her approach: First, the reconstruction costs—estimated
in the trillions of C-bills per world—could be borne by this
new nation. Second, creating a buffer zone between all
five Successor States could keep the peace as the original
Hegemony did during the golden years of the original Star
League. Finally, she argues, that these worlds have changed
hands so many times in the past century, that they cannot
truly be beholden to any current state.
Additional rallies are in the works on another twenty
worlds (including eight former members of the Confederation)
recently liberated from Blakist shackles.
But is this a brilliant plan, or seditious grandstanding?
Political analyst Rui Kong is one of many traditional Capellan
nationalists in an uproar, and some would say, rightly
so. “Allard-Liao’s ideas are contrary to the best interests of
the Capellan people,” Kong explains. “These worlds have
been Capellan for generations, but since Hanse Davion’s
ill-conceived invasion in ‘28, many Capellan citizens have
toiled under the yoke of tyrannical oppression. For the first
time in fifty-one years, these lands could be repatriated to
their rightful place under Capellan rule. Ms. Allard-Liao’s plan
denies a generation of Capellan people their birthright.”
off a large section of the estate just before 0300 hours, and
instructed residents to seek shelter.
Unknown to residents at the time, police had tracked Albert
Gronvold-Minami, one of the top leaders of the outlawed
Motstånd movement, to a flat in the estate block. On the run
after the bombing of the Omni-Paradise Hotel on Alshain earlier
this week, Gronvold-Minami and a small cadre of compatriots
decided to fight their way out rather than surrender honorably.
The brief battle saw the exchange of massive amounts of
firepower and the near-total destruction of the estate block where
the terrorists were holed up. Two more buildings on either side of
the block suffered damage as well, and the city safety commission

